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     [image: alt]A Legacy of PCB Manufacturing - 
Exceeding Industry Standards
 in Silicon Valley since 1975
Bay Area Circuits gets quick turn PCBs in your hands faster.  
 We leverage the power of cutting-edge PCB manufacturing technology and intelligent automation solutions to accelerate and refine our production process, so it works harder, faster, and smarter for you. INSTANT QUOTE      Instant and Automated Quotes and Ordering with InstantDFM™
Quickly and easily order your customized PCB with InstantDFM™. This process gives you the ability to get fast pricing and ordering on your quick-turn printed circuit boards. Take a look at our easy to use process below.



UPLOAD




Upload your files, answer a couple of questions, and receive your InstantDFM™ report.


















CUSTOMIZE




Examine your DFM report and make customizations to materials, surface finishes and other manufacturing specifications.


















ORDER




Review your quote, customizations, and place your order. It’s that easy!








CLICK HERE TO LEARN MORE






Services
	Choose from our range of highly competitive end-to-end printed circuit board manufacturing services. We proudly stand as one of the leading printed circuit board manufacturers in the U.S., providing customer-focused quick-turn PCB fabrication, design, and assembly. We offer best-in-class solutions for all applications and are firmly established as a trusted leader by businesses of all sizes in many industries.
	We have refined our innovative design, research, and manufacturing processes for over 45 years to the degree that we are confident that we offer a level of service and product quality unmatched by any other PCB manufacturing company.
	We are reliable and easy to work with. If you choose us for quick-turn PCB services,, we offer rapid turnaround times (24 hours+), a bespoke online ordering system, and dedicated representatives to help you at every stage. Our team of experts is committed to delivering on our promises, and we aim always to exceed your expectations.
	Innovation is at the heart of all that we do; we strive to implement the latest technologies, processes, software, and machinery to provide cutting-edge quick-turn PCB design, prototyping, fabrication, and assembly services to every one of our customers.
	Reliability is a fundamental component of successful partnerships and product outcomes. You need to rely on your chosen PCB manufacturing company and be sure they can meet your needs, objectives, and scheduling constraints. We take time to understand your needs and take pride in devising innovative solutions in our quest for excellence.
	BAC is the name to trust amongst printed circuit board manufacturers, with our state-of-the-art facility in the Fremont Innovation District, which is 30,000 square feet in size.
	 With fully customized fabrication capabilities, extensive experience, and vast production capacity, we can adeptly take on complex, large-scale projects.
	 If you’re new to the industry and require help and advice regarding prototyping, manufacture, or short-run and quick-turn PCB design, please contact one of our team members.
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Design
BAC is uniquely qualified to handle your PCB design and layout projects. You can benefit from decades of electrical circuit board design and fabrication experience working across multiple industries with companies of all sizes – from start-ups to Fortune 500 enterprises.

Read more
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Fabrication
We set the standard for innovative, precise, and quality printed circuit board fabrication. Our 30,000 square foot facility in the Fremont Innovation District of Silicon Valley produces quick turn PCBs with pinpoint accuracy and rapid delivery.
Read more
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Assembly
Access turnkey PCB fabrication and assembly services through a single point of contact. We manage the entire process, so nothing’s left to chance. PCB fabrication is handled in-house and via an integrated workflow with our trusted EMS partners.
Read more











Resources


Capabilities

Use our standard and advanced capabilities to setup basic design checks to maximize the effectiveness of the PCB manufacturing process.
Read more




Calculators

Get the most out of your printed circuit board. Easily optimize your design using our online Panelizer Tool & Array Calculator.
Read more




Certifications

We surpass industry expectations and demonstrate our commitment to the highest quality control standards and compliance.
Read more





DFM Check

Detect potential production issues before they happen with our FREE DFM Check tool. Simply upload your PCB design files to receive an instant DFM report.
Read more




Design Software

Our FREE design software helps PCB makers create custom PCB circuits in no time. No expertise required! Just follow the simple step-by-step tutorial.
Read more




Stackups

Do you want to know which thickness is right for your project? Check out our guide for 4 and 6 layer PCB stackups.
Read more
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[image: alt]How to Evaluate and Select the Best Quick Turn PCB Manufacturer
	March 19, 2024
	0 comments

Finding the best quick-turn PCB manufacturer can be challenging, especially with today’s numerous options. In today’s competitive business world, the quality of your printed circuit boards (PCBs) can make or break your success. Keep reading to learn the factors you …

Read More
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The Future of Printed Circuit Board Design: Innovations in Software
	February 11, 2024
	0 comments

Printed circuit board (PCB) design is at the forefront of innovation in the ever-evolving technology field. As electronic devices become more complex and compact, the demand for efficient and reliable PCBs continues to rise. To meet these demands, software developers …

Read More
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Printed Circuit Board Basics: From Design to Final Artwork
	December 11, 2023
	0 comments

Printed circuit boards (PCBs) play a vital role in the functioning of electronic devices. Whether it’s your smartphone, laptop, or even your car, chances are there’s a PCB inside powering its various components. But have you ever wondered how these …

Read More
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Empowering Entrepreneurs: How PCB Prototype Services Fuel Startups
	November 27, 2023
	0 comments

In today’s highly competitive business landscape, startups face numerous challenges in their quest for success. The most critical aspect of any startup’s journey is to develop and test its product. That is where PCB prototype services play pivotal roles in …

Read More
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The Impact of Quick Turn PCB Assembly on Time-to-Market for Electronics Products
	October 23, 2023
	0 comments

Time-to-market is crucial for the success of any electronics product. Companies strive to bring their products to market faster while maintaining high quality and reliability. One way to achieve this is through quick-turn PCB assembly. Here are various benefits of …

Read More
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Custom circuit boards could be the best solution for your application
	July 12, 2022
	0 comments

A custom circuit board can be found in highly specialized electronic devices. Traditionally, many circuit boards were based on the same model, in part because bespoke custom builds were prohibitively expensive. In more recent years however, due to rapid progression …

Read More









Certifications
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	44358 Old Warm Springs Blvd 
 Fremont, CA 94538
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